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            Your successful journey to have a baby begins with us

            We help an increasing amount of couples to conceive every year. Thanks to us more than 24,000 children have been born.
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                Thanks to cutting-edge technologies and the professional care of our specialists, we provide comprehensive care in reproductive medicine together with gynaecology, genetics and immunology.
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    Top quality care for affordable price
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                We will find the best solution for you
    
            

        
        
            
                We do everything to make your journey of having a baby as fast as possible. Thanks to our research department we also help couples with complicated causes of infertility.
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        IVF with patient's own eggs

    
    
        Many couples struggle with infertility. We know how to help.
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        IVF with donated eggs

    
    
        We have been specializing in egg donation since the foundation of the clinic. Thanks to our extensive database, together, we can choose the most appropriate donor.
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        IVF with donated embryos

    
    
        Thanks to our intricately designed egg donation program, we can offer you an embryo adoption too.  We have a unique offer for embryo adoption too.
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                Take the first step to parenthood from the comfort of your home.

                Our doctors are here for you online for a free consultation.
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        Hello, after all our embarrassment we became parents of our little son💕. From the whole ❤️ we thank very much the team of Reprofit clinic and doctor Irina Tokareva, you have a huge credit in this and we will never forget you in our life.

        
            Other satisfied patients
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        We are always happy to hear happy news from our patients.. 💕 Thanks to you, we are already celebrating our son's second birthday this year. Thank you.🍀

        
            Další spokojení klienti
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        Thank you very much to Dr. Pastorčáková and the whole team of the clinic and we wish other happy parents.
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        Thank you very much to your clinic for the wonderful approach to the nurses, but especially thanks to MUDr. Jana Daňková Kučerová. We have a beautiful baby girl
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                    From the very beginning finding the cause of infertility is our main concern. We always start with simple treatments, only building up to more advanced and expensive ones if necessary.
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                            Save the date for the ONLINE meeting with our IVF specialist Patrícia Nižníková!
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